Dear Trustees
Greetings to you in the precious name of our Lord Jesus Christ. We truly thank you for all
your hearts in doing this big rescue of children from the hands of drug mafia, bonded
labour and Slavery. We did not even anticipated that we can do this rescue because the
funding is very hard at this critical time but the Lord before the lock down came we are
able to rescue these children and put them in hands of safety which is a great thing. Lord
has heard the cries of the innocent children and we thank Bro Stan Gain who is so
instrumental in bringing this plea to trustees and donors to give these children a better life
and bright future as we always commit to the principal Save One Life At A Time, Amen.
The boys say their love and greetings to you all and we are able to give the school kits
before going to the center, and we save the children always to win them for Christ, and the
children have super glow faces and in their hearts they say this with one word, Praise The
Lord, Thank You Trustees and this has been possible only through your great support.
And we have also put two instances for rescue relief as in this lock down if we free down
their lives it would be the best opportunity and also this would be the best compassionate
rescue we are doing in our lives inspite of the lock down, as Jesus says if you do for the
least of these I will remember you.
I know in these lock downs, people loose their jobs, and also they have to be careful of
their on going needs, but in this lock down the children would be subjected to more stress
as the mafias and gangs force them to move in every hook and cornet to sell drugs illegally
and also do other things of sexual exploitation, even all these crimes happen in the dark
and the children are subjected to more stress in this lock down, my heart weeps for these
things and I ask you all to have a compassionate heart to help these two instances, and I
will also will not put much pressure from now on after we do these two rescues.
We send our love and greetings to you all and once again thank you all from the bottom of
our hearts..
The All India Christian Council in India, has told us that as we done this big rescue, they
want to give a Appreciation Certificate, but Bro Stan can I go ahead and take this
Appreciation Certificate in name of Star Fish Christian Trust or you want to tell any sponsor
names, so I can tell them to give in that names, and I will send this to you by mail which the
trustees would be very happy.
We send our love and greetings to you all.
Your Loving Brother
Joshua
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